Mudpies
for Big Kids!
In any given year a little over 55 percent of paper created in the United States is discarded. That
amounts to 48 million tons or the equivilent of 720 million trees that are used once and then
buried in a landfill. Here is an idea which you can use to turn discarded paper into something
useful! Using a simple recipe of paper pulp, portland cement, and various other ingredients you
can create weatherproof containers for planting or a variety of sculptures.
The supplies you will need to complete this project are paper, portland cement, a container to soak
paper and mix ingredients in, and a mold. Newsprint is by far the best type of paper to use but
junk mail, phone books, magazines, cardboard or other scrap paper will work if it can be soaked
long enough to turn to pulp easily.

Begin by tearing newsprint into strips or run it through a shredder if you are lucky enough to
have one. Into a bucket that is 3 gallon or larger add 1 gallon of water and put in strips of paper
by the handful until you have as much in the bucket that the water will soak up. I leave the paper
to soak a minimum of 24 hours but 48 or longer will make it easier to turn into pulp . After the
paper is well soaked I use a paint mixer in an electric drill to pulp the saturated paper I would
suggest using the mixer outside since an occasional splash or worse happens especially when you
first start to mix!

To the freshly pulped paper I add most of a 34 ounce coffee can full of portland cement plus a
half of a 34 ounce coffee can of perlite. You could use many things as a filler such as sand or
vermiculite. The ingredients are not set in stone but I have found a 3 parts paper, 2 parts portland,
and 1 part filler to work extremely well. It makes a mix that holds up well, easy to mold and
finish, and easy to remember. Use your mixer and add water a little at a time as necessary. you
should be able to squeeze a little moisture from the mix with your hand when ready. This mix
will remain workable for a couple of hours or more so you will have plenty of time to get it into
or on the mold.

Molds are easy to find just go to the nearest big box or dollar store and something will catch your
eye. Remember you can mold to the inside or the outside of a container. I tend to use plastic dish
pans, sterlite containers, and assorted planters as molds. Be sure and use some form of mold
release on whatever you use as a mold. I assure you it will make what you have constructed
easier to remove from the mold. I use cooking spray but any thin coat of vegetable oil will work.
Before you start building your project be sure to wear either latex or vinyl gloves. The portland in
the mix will dry your skin quickly. To mold on the inside I like to spread a layer on the bottom
and then use a finger to make drainage holes to check the thickness of that layer. On a span of 18
inches or less a thickness of the mix should be 3/4 inch approximately.

Once you have established a thickness standard begin building any further structure of your
object by pressing subsequent layers into the previous layers well and repeatedly until you are
comfortable with the adhesion. This process I call mushing and patting. I mush to the point of
distorting the two layers then resort to patting to create the final shape of the object. To create a
smooth surface on your object firmly pat the surface of the moist mix. If you try to rub the
surface to create a smooth finish you will find that it is nearly impossible to do with this recipe.
Papercrete can easily be molded into shapes and can be worked for an extended period of time.
After your first couple of tries you will find techniques that work well for you. This is a very
inexpensive project so a few failures will not harm your budget.
Most projects can be turned out of their
molds after sitting at room temperature for
24 hours but will be fragile for another 24
hours. My only failures have been when I
tried to demold objects before they had
sufficiently cured. Once they have been
removed from the mold give them a week
to completely dry and harden. Once dry
you can use a utility knife or 100 grit
sandpaper to smooth rough edges. I allow
finished items about 3 weeks in a dry
space to cure then move them outside to
the weather. Allowing the project to
weather will help leach out the excess lime
in the portland cement. The lime is very
alkaline and may affect any plants you
might want to pot.

Fun & Easy!

Recipes for a mix can be adjusted as long as the 3-2-1 mix is maintained. While nothing is set in
stone I can assure you that this recipe will result in a superior finished product. If you would like
to experiment you can substitute many ingredients for filler. In place of perlite you might try
sand, vermiculite, or similar ingredients. Don't be afraid to experiment since ingredients are
cheap. If you want to experiment consider making small batches to play with first then expand
your recipe to match your projects. If your project requires more that one batch of mix to
complete do not worry you will have enough time to mix a second batch and work the two
together to complete the project. You will need to have plenty of paper soaked up and ready to
pulp since that is the only time sensitive item in the recipe.

Holes in the bottom of planters to be used as molds can easily be patched with small squares of
duct tape. Molds should have a slight amount of taper from bottom to top to allow the project to
release easily. In summary, gather all necessary material before you start, wear old clothes, wear
protective gloves, experiment, be creative, and use your imagination. This project should be fun!!

This information can be shared as you see fit. Papercrete technology has been in existence
for decades I have only gathered the information and placed it into this document along
with commentary of my experiences using this material. You may also access this
document at;

http://www.gohs.org/papercrete.pdf

